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The Mechanic
When you take your vehicle to a mechanic; do
they change your vehicle? No, they merely make
your current vehicle better. My first premise is
that I CAN NOT change anyone; I can merely
hope to give you the tools to help you be a better
version of already great you. Do you want to be
BITTER or BETTER? The “I” in BITTER stands
for I, Individual, Impossible, Incorrigible,
Inconceivable…. Whereas, the “E” in BETTER
stands for Everyone, Empowerment,
Enlightenment, Encouragement...Would you
rather Enjoy life with Everyone, or deal with life as
an Individual?

S.H.I.E.L.D.
Nick Furey, Director of the New Marvelous
SHIELD

Instead of blowing up the world, I hope
to Motivate the World. Instead of “Give
‘em Hell, I am the one who wants to
“Give ‘em L—Love, Life, and Laughter.”
As to the eyepatch, I don’t need to wear

“Make Fun of Life, Before Life makes
Fun of you”
-Nick Furey

It’s a Great Day to be ALIVE!
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Motivate Your World would like to dedicate this first issue
to women and GIRLS across the world.
BEAUTY - By Expelling All Unpleasantries Toward You.
Some say, “Beauty is only skin deep”; I would like to help
you by realizing that BEAUTY is “deeper than the skin”.
Our bodies are so amazing, and often teaches us
important life lessons: Think of all the daily food we
consume, our body processes it as to what is essential for
living and what is Unpleasantries that it doesn’t need.
What it doesn’t need, it expels to hopefully obtain optimal
health.’
So why don’t we do this with things in our mind??? If we
don’t expel things in our body, we get Krohn’s disease; if
we refuse to expel the Unpleasantries in our mind, we
end up with depression, anxiety, and other mental
disorders.
Your BEAUTY is NOT based on what other say about you,
rather it is based on WHO you are. BEAUTY is not what
you wear on the outside, rather it is what you wear on
your heart.
GIRLS— Gracious Individuals Really Living Strong
To empower GIRLS to realize how amazing each and
every one is. Notice that the acronym does not identify
GIRLS necessarily as dainty, or submissive, in fact, it
doesn’t really identify gender either.
Nick Furey, Author/Speaker
218-391-2265

